Tara Mrowka

“I spend pretty much every weekend in Brooklyn Bridge Park with my family. The Pirate Ship Playground and the Environmental Education Center are some of my boys’ favorite hangouts.”

Jen Steacy

“Usagi is my favorite cup of coffee in the neighborhood, their baristas are the best. You can find it right across from 168.”

Sungwoo Choi

“You can never go wrong with Bread and Spread’s breakfast sandwich. Also, they have the best playlist in town!”

David McCarty

“St. Ann’s Warehouse has some of the best theater in NYC and the setting? An old tobacco warehouse.”

Jeff Sullivan

“El Super Tacos during Lunchtime Under The Archway in the summer is by far my Dumbo favorite.”

Elise Wan

“Taking in the beauty of the waterfront, riding the ferry, kayaking, and picnics.”

AJ Pires

“PowerHouse Books just opened a café. It’s up in the back and a great spot to have a drink and watch the book browsing below.”

Brittany Hodges

“I recommend everyone to go to Celestine and try the Mezze Platter. You can turn the occasion into a big meal or just enjoy it as a snack, but that with the view can make a great afternoon.”

Jared Della Valle

“Running through Brooklyn Bridge Park is by far the best privilege of living in Dumbo. Check out Grand Electrica, home of the best spicy margaritas in NY.”

Jamali Worrell

“Love the view from Dumbo across the East River into Manhattan!”

Jen Grosso

“When I’m not sleeping, you can most certainly find me at Brooklyn Boulders.”

Evan Wiskup

“Dumbo’s rich history creates a unique neighborhood character as evidenced by one-of-a-kind architectural and urban artifacts!”

Ben Meade

“Too many Dumbo favorites to count! Grabbing a drink at Olympia Wine Bar while snacking on some delicious bread and cheese. Picking out a Christmas tree at the courtyard on Washington Street. Finding myself at gallery openings.”

Katrina Yin

“You will love Burrow! In the great tradition of French-Japanese fusion pastisseries, they offer breads, cakes, pastries, cookies, and even sweets to take with your coffee. My favorite: Portuguese Egg Tart!”

Daniel Bernal

“Watching soccer and having a beer during Live at the Archway events is my Dumbo favorite!”

Ali Militano

“Dumbo is a photographer’s haven—every corner is picturesque and the vibe sparks creativity.”

Marco Alves

“Dumbo’s contrast between hard and soft infrastructure is brilliant.”

Shane Arora

“Chainsaw cream between hard and soft, a deliciously educational slice.”

Marce Alana

“A sushi is a photographer’s best friend, take them all the time!”

Victor Chary
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